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  . . REITs are in the business of buying and holding real estate with the objective of earning income and distributing these
profits back to shareholders through dividends. REITs will buy, maintain, and manage various types of real estate. . . ." "If you

buy real estate through your IRA, then it will be deemed to be a 'passive' investment, meaning that it will not earn a return,
or . . . provide any of the usual kinds of income that you receive from any other source." References External links Keywords &
Phrases USA Category:American legal terminologyQ: Am I Useless? I am a user of Stack Overflow, and I have posted a lot of
answers on a variety of topics. For the most part I do good work, but for a while now there have been a couple of questions I
have been marking as "duplicate" (I don't consider them dupes at all, but that is a separate discussion). One of these questions

was answered with a reasonably good answer, that contained a lot of valuable content, but in the process had basically just
copied and pasted a thread from another site. I've had a bit of a hard time getting the "flag as spam" vote to go through. For one
thing, that poster has a reputation of over 50k and for another he's posted more than two of these answers, yet the spam flag just
doesn't seem to stick, despite the length and volume of the offending answers. This has been happening since at least a year ago,

so it must have been going on a lot longer. In my defense, it can be pretty hard to find dupes. In many cases the questions are
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perfectly valid, and the answers don't really stand up to a normal web search. So it's not always easy to find the perfect answer.
And then there's the possibility of the problem being a good one, but just getting into the discussion of the problems with that
one being one too many. What are my options here? Should I continue to flag them as duplicates? Should I just get on with my
life, and stop trying to bother people with my duplicates? I have some reputation now, but it's all relative. A: You can also flag

the post as Not an Answer. A 'Not an Answer' post is meant to be 520fdb1ae7
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